
5 ways to take the 
hassle out of asset
licensing.
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Licensing intellectual property is something businesses can easily 
take for granted—an unavoidable part of day-to-day operations, 
or even an afterthought. Creative assets like fonts and images 
are just sort of…there. It’s as if they materialize, magically, out of 
nowhere and land in a company’s server.

Of course, that couldn’t be further from the truth.

We surveyed IT and procurement professionals in both the US 
and UK and found that the management of creative assets is 
a substantial burden on the time and availability of people in 
these roles. In fact, this process is eating up valuable bandwidth 
throughout the organization: Team members in a range of 
departments, including marketing, creative, and legal, are heavily 
involved in the process of purchasing and managing creative 
assets.

Here’s how you can get some of that time back, while developing a 
simpler, more secure process that puts the focus where it belongs: 
On the creative work itself.
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Where things stand.
For starters, seven out of ten IT decision-makers (defined in 
our survey as full-time employees at manager level or above, 
working in IT, security, procurement, or network/systems) are 
part of every step of the asset management process. This also 
included heavy involvement from executives and C-suite-level 
employees.

From vendor evaluation to research, contracting, and negotiation 
to post-purchase tasks like implementation, long-term 
compliance, and renewal, a consistent 70 to 72 percent of our IT 
decision-makers said they were “highly or somewhat involved.” 

Ultimately, this morass of interdepartmental overlaps can hit IT 
and procurement teams the hardest. Our respondents report 
spending 6 to 16 hours per week managing fonts alone. That’s 
nearly a full day per week at best, and up to two days a week in 
some cases.

Even after the purchase, IT/Procurement remains heavily 
involved. Seven out of ten respondents said they are involved 

in implementing creative asset purchases, securing the initial 
licensing, ensuring long-term compliance, and renewals.

But these decisions don’t just involve IT or even procurement. 

Globally, seven in ten respondents in our survey also say account 
managers, creative directors, designers, and marketers are 
involved, and two-thirds said legal has a role, too.

The image that emerges from these numbers is of a process that 
includes four, five, or even six or more departments. There are a 
lot of cooks in this particular kitchen. With each new person or 
team involved comes another email to send for input or approval, 
and another potential risk of prolonged decision making, missed 
or delayed deadlines, and lapses in communication. Budget 
is primarily owned by either IT or Marketing, according to our 
survey, but lots of teams have a say in how that budget gets 
spent.

For starters, seven out of ten IT decision-makers are part 
of every step of the asset management process.
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So, why is the structure so complicated? Why are IT/Procurement 
and C-suite so deep in the weeds on something like asset 
licensing, and why does this process require a football-team sized 
group of your coworkers to manage?

The several main drivers of this situation, according to our 
respondents, can be summed up thus:

 • Cost
 • Compatibility
 • Compliance

We’ll call these the Three C’s of Complexity. Cost speaks for itself: 
Procurement in particular wants to ensure the company is getting 
good value on a “soft” investment like this. This can be difficult to 
quantify with something like fonts, so it takes time to arrive at a 
place of understanding. Compatibility is similarly complicated—will 
these fonts work with all your systems? Are they straightforward to 
implement or distribute? 

This connects to the issue of compliance. Staying in compliance 
requires more (and more frequent) attention these days thanks 
to an explosion of digital channels, many of which require 
distinct licenses for assets like font software. This adds several 
layers of concern for organizations trying to ensure teams are 
using the right fonts, in the right place, and not sharing the files 
inappropriately with people outside the organization. 
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Creative assets need creative 
solutions.

There’s one more “C” worth mentioning, one that was actually 
the main factor our respondents cited when purchasing fonts 
specifically: Creatives.

Forty-seven percent of our respondents globally, and 52 percent 
in the US, said their creative teams’ preference was the primary 
factor driving font purchasing decisions. 

This makes sense, right? Ultimately, creative assets are a creative 
decision, and creative teams are best positioned to define the 
value and usefulness of these purchases. They’re the ones shaping 
the business’ brand identity and delivering work that connects with 
customers. These are the people that use these assets. Shouldn’t 
they be the ones owning the purchase process?

Of course, simply agreeing with that concept doesn’t erase all 
of the concerns and complications associated with purchasing 
fonts and other creative assets. Teams still need to negotiate 
the complications of cost, compliance, compatibility and other 
elements of the process, and you want to sleep at night knowing 
the company is safe from the risks associated with those issues.
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Improving your asset management involves a mix of functional 
processes alongside a philosophical commitment to think a little 
differently about how this situation is managed. While no two 
situations are the same, these guidelines can point you in the 
right direction and help you structure an organizational approach 
that mitigates the risk, hassle, and inefficiency many companies 
experience.

1 Thinking bigger about licensing. Assets like fonts are often  
purchased piecemeal on an as-needed basis—a project here, 
a new product there, and so on for years. This often results in 
an outright mess of duplicate purchases, miscommunicated or 
forgotten licensing terms, and even losing track of assets entirely. 

Instead of buying assets one at a time, look at comprehensive 
licenses that cover a range of uses, and that can include different 
assets for different brands, products, or needs. This may seem 
like a lot to figure out at once, so it’s important to partner with a 
company that knows licensing (and yes, we’d put ourselves in this 
category) and can help de-clutter your current collection of assets 
and agreements. 

2 Future-proof. At the same time, it’s important to think ahead 
and prepare for the ways your business might grow or evolve over 
the coming years. When it comes to assets like fonts, this could 
mean projecting growth in web traffic, preparing for expansion 
into new regions, or laying the groundwork for a rebrand. Again, 
an experienced partner can help ensure you’re asking yourself the 
right questions.
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3 Partner with your creatives. It often falls on creative teams 
to make sure the right assets are used correctly, which is an 
increasingly difficult task considering designers are working in 
more contexts than ever before. The first two items on this list 
will help you get the right assets and licenses in place, but none 
of that matters if the end-users—your designers and creative 
professionals—can’t easily access them. 

Look for asset management programs that enable users to quickly 
find and share what they need, and that offer seamless integration 
with the design programs they use.

Focus on programs that offer a single, central library of assets with 
clear labels, customizable groupings, and the ability to determine 
which team members can access which assets. The less time 
designers spend looking for fonts—which is about eight hours per 
week, according to a survey we did a few years ago—the more time 
they can spend actually designing. 

You and your company’s creative teams share the same goal—
make asset licensing simple and foolproof—so what’s good for 
creatives is good for everyone else, too. In our survey, respondents 
said the most important feature in a font management program 
was a centralized system that eliminated the risk of accidental 
licensing infringement.
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4 Look toward the cloud. Many companies still store creative 
assets on local servers or even individual machines. (You likely 
don’t need us to tell you that this is already an outdated model.) 
Cloud-based asset management provides a central management 
system teams can access from anywhere, anytime. Coupled with 
cloud-based design programs, this allows your creative teams to 
work seamlessly with no risk of misplacing assets.

This is especially important now that COVID-19 has changed 
the way we work. As collaboration and security become more 
difficult and critical with team members working remotely, the old 
approach of using local servers and occasionally sharing asset 
files via email or messaging software is no longer sustainable. 
Cloud services allow users to log in securely from anywhere and 
access what they need with no risk of a mistaken download or 
errant email. 

5 Educate everyone. For all the talk here about how many people, 
teams, and departments are involved in asset purchasing, there are 
a lot of people left out. But lots of employees at your company use 
assets like fonts: Think of the volume of invoices, contracts, sales 
materials, and other company-branded documents that are emailed 
or handed out. What fonts are people using? Is it your brand font, or 
something random they chose themselves? Do your accountants, 
customer service reps, and (especially) executives even know what 
they’re supposed to be using?

The reality is that everyone in your organization is a brand manager, 
whether they realize it or not. While ensuring brand fidelity is usually 
the responsibility of the brand team—explaining the “what” and “why” 
behind it all—IT and Procurement play an important role in educating 
people on the “how.” This is especially crucial now, when more 
and more brands are going digital, and the risk of the wrong asset 
appearing in the wrong place is higher than ever.

IT and Procurement play an important role in educating people 
on the “how.” This is especially crucial now, when more and 
more brands are going digital, and the risk of the wrong asset 
appearing in the wrong place is higher than ever.



Asset licensing is a fact 
of life for most companies.

Monotype can help.
Visit monotype.com to learn more.
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If you have a brand, you’re going to need fonts, images, and other 
tools to convey your values, personality, and message. Our survey 
confirmed what most people reading this likely already know: 
Managing these assets is no easy task. 

But with a shift in mindset and the right tools on hand, you can 
reclaim that time, reduce the hassle and headaches typically 
associated with asset licencing, and let your creatives do what 
they do best.

https://www.monotype.com/products/mosaic
https://www.monotype.com/
https://www.monotype.com/

